medical students-taken from John and James Gregory, William Hunter, Percivall Pott and others-supplementing the great number of this type of document already held in the Institute. The series also provided diaries, case notes, research papers and post-mortem reports, the latter of recent enough production to be placed in the Contemporary Medical Archives Centre.2 The single most intriguing manuscript turned out to be the oldest. This was catalogued as Western MS. 6919, a notebook written by a rather different student to those of the great eighteenth-century teachers of the Edinburgh and London medical schools.
Nicholas Gainsford (or Gaynsford) of Hartfield, East Sussex, kept his notebook between 18 January 1711/12 and 18 November 1713. The volume is a small but closely-written working document of 38 folios, originally vellum-bound, but now lacking its cover and end papers; that aside, it is complete and well preserved. The contents of the manuscript may reasonably be divided into two parts: the first half being Gainsford's case notes on patients treated by George Willett (d. 1729), a medical man living at Groombridge and operating on the East Sussex-Kent county divide;3 the remainder is a list of medical recipes. The whole is indexed to provide a neatly self-contained reference work, but with no distinct note as to its purpose, or to the status of Gainsford and Willett, or to their relationship.
Nicholas Gainsford: his book
The book was first acquired by Dr Edwin Alfred Starling of Tunbridge Wells; some time before 1929, he dispatched it for safekeeping to Alfred Cox, then Medical Secretary at BMA House.4 It was probably discovered locally, as Gainsford belonged to an old established Sussex family residing in the parishes of Hartfield and Cowden not far from Starling's home. Gainsfords had held the manor of Cosins since 1454 and Nicholas's father, John, was described as a "Gentleman" in local parish records. He had a large family: Nicholas was the second son among six boys, and "several daughters". Although his date of birth is not certain, it must have been between 1696 and 1698. This would make Nicholas around fourteen or fifteen years of age at the commencement of his notebook, and suggests that it is a record of his apprenticeship. Parish registers provide the only other personal information on him-Gainsford died in 1732 and was buried in Cowden on 7th September, his profession stated as "Apothecary".s
The importance of MS. 6919 is not particularly as a set of medical records, although it does contain some cases of interest. The book provides a snapshot of the medical profession in a provincial location during the early eighteenth century, with all the points of interest and limitations of a single, casual image. For example, in relating the treatments administered by George Willett, his apprentice sets on record the names of (reportedly less successful) competitors in the local medical marketplace. As with Willett himself, their professional status is not always clearly defined-Gainsford uses the terms "Dr." and "Mr." interchangeably6-but from internal evidence it is possible to make occasional deductions. Thus, in the case of John Bourne of Penshurst, thrown from his horse, "Dr. Hayler of that Town. . . said it was Chryurgeons worke and therefore desierd Mr. Willett should be sent for. . ."; it would seem safe to consider that Hayler was a physician and Willett perhaps a surgeon-apothecary, more likely an apothecary. Examples of surgical practice are uncommon in these notes, but this may be a reflection of Gainsford's requirements as an apprentice, rather than of Willett's practical experience or range of services.
Practitioners mentioned by Gainsford can be summarized in tabular form:
Dr 1' Gainsford, op. cit., note 5 above, pp. 133-4, quoting from a "parish book" (overseer's accounts?) "Paid Mr.
Ro. Gainsford for curing Goody Rogie . . ."
'' Burnby, op. cit., note 6 above, pp. 159-60 for a brief account of premiums.
In searching for comparable records within the Western Manuscripts Department, it is apparent that this form of apothecary's book is quite rare, at least in terms of Wellcome Institute collections. Gainsford's manuscript resembles a volume of case notes produced by Alexander Morgan, a Bristol barber-surgeon (WMS. 3631). Morgan's text is almost precisely the contemporary of Gainsford's, beginning circa 1714. He sets out his position as trainee by referring to "my Master", but is considerably more active in dealing with patients personally. The cases described are distinctly surgical; Morgan's earliest account, of a skull fracture, is dealt with in a far more matter-of-fact style than Gainsford's long account of similar injury (one short paragraph to three pages). There are many other differences between the two-Morgan continues to record cases long after his apprenticeship, for example-but in general, the notebooks are of a type. If this is so, Gainsford's book may be of more than the local interest so far described. 
